Caudocranial scan direction and patient-specific injection protocols optimize ECG-gated and non-gated thoracic CTA.
Caudocranial scan direction and contrast injection timing based on measured patient vessel dynamics can significantly improve artery opacification and reduce contrast dose in the assessment of acute aortic syndrome using gated and non-gated thoracic CTA. This study aimed to investigate enhancement of the thoracic aorta using caudocranial scan direction and a patient-specific contrast regimen. Electrocardiogram-gated (n = 120) and non-gated (n = 200) thoracic computed tomography angiography was performed on patients with nontraumatic acute aortic syndrome. Patients were assigned to one of 2 acquisition/contrast regimens, namely, regimen A, craniocaudal scan direction with 120 mL contrast, and regimen B, caudocranial scan direction using a patient-specific contrast formula. Opacity of 9 arterial and venous segments was measured, arteriovenous contrast ratio calculated, and values compared using Mann-Whitney U statistics. Receiver operating characteristic analyses and visual grading characteristic assessed diagnostic efficacy and clinical image quality. Interobserver variations were investigated using κ methods. Regimen B when compared to A, for both scanning/contrast techniques, demonstrated higher opacification in the aorta (P < 0.01) and lower opacification in the venous system (P < 0.0001). For protocol B, arteriovenous contrast ratio was significantly increased (P < 0.0001) and mean contrast volume reduced (P < 0.05) during gated [94 (10 mL)] and non-gated [78 (5 mL)] thoracic computed tomography angiography compared to A. Receiver operating characteristic analysis Az scores and interobserver agreement were significantly higher with regimen B than A (P < 0.05). Caudocranial scan direction and injection timing based on patient-specific vessel dynamics can optimize artery opacification and diagnostic efficacy while reducing contrast volumes.